The document is a job advertisement for a position in Additive Manufacturing / 3D Printing. The company, Early Charm, is looking for a Technician in their advanced materials group, Materic. Materic has a custom 3D printing farm and develops new 3D printing technologies. The position involves working with clients to prepare print files, produce components on various printers, sand and finish components, package goods, and report production statuses to managers.

The job responsibilities include:
- Importing client model files for printed parts
- Adding/adjusting support structures to model files
- Producing components on various printers (FDM, SLA, SLS)
- Sanding and finishing printed components
- Packaging goods for shipping
- Reporting production, supplies, and machine statuses

The position requires experience in 3D printing and a strong attention to detail. The ideal candidate will have knowledge of various printer technologies and the ability to troubleshoot equipment issues.

Early Charm is looking for someone who is collaborative and enthusiastic about the latest advancements in 3D printing technology.
If you are both unabashedly creative and cooperatively kinetic then you’ll fit right into the culture at Early Charm.

You’ll also need experience in several of the following areas with a willingness to learn the others: machining, tooling, computer aided design, 3D printing, and powders/materials handling.

What we will do for you:

Career development is our top priority for you. While we love the idea of people joining Early Charm forever, we are realistic to understand that we may be a steppingstone to other opportunities or a way for you to explore career options. Regardless of your reasons for joining us, our commitment is to help you while you are helping us.

Where you will work:

We are at the center of the entrepreneurial renaissance of Baltimore giving you the opportunity to interact with some of the nation’s most exciting technology companies. Located at 1100 Wicomico Street, our labs, production space and offices are intermingled with firms doing engineering design, software development, specialty textiles, robotics, and so much more. There is even a brewery.

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion is Our Business:

Creativity is the soul of Early Charm. We expand creativity by actively seeking out and embracing diversity in all its forms. Diversity of thought, of experience, of culture, of race, of expression and ultimately of the individual is, therefore, our soul.

Action and cooperation drive our success at Early Charm. We foster action through equity. Equity means we treat everyone with respect, empower everyone to make decisions, help everyone to advance their career and compensate everyone fairly. We encourage cooperation by being inclusive. Inclusive means celebrating each other’s differences, listening to each other’s views, and empowering each other to be individuals through our own actions. Equity and inclusion, therefore, is our success.

How to Join Us:

Please send your resume and cover letter to Kelli Booth at apply@earlycharm.com.